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Tenth-Century Drama in the Twenty-first Century
A Staging of Three Plays by Hrotsvit of Gandersheim
at Stetson University (2005)
Julia Schmitt
Stetson University
During the fall semester of 2005, the Department of
Communication Studies and Theatre Arts at Stetson University
undertook a unique, but highly rewarding production challenge.
Professor Ken McCoy and I were asked by The English
Department of Stetson University to stage a medieval play in
conjunction with the Southeast Medieval Association Conference
to be held at Stetson during the month of September. The English
Department was eager to offer conference attendees an opportunity
to experience a live production of a medieval play.
Professor McCoy and I considered many different medieval
dramas, but in the end we decided upon three plays written by the
tenth-century, German, canoness Hrotsvit of Gandersheim:
Dulcitius, Calimachus, and Abraham. These three were chosen
because we felt that they offered a nice sampling of Hrotsvit’s
diverse style, and yet when performed together, they offered a
unifying theme of heroic martyrdom. Both Professor McCoy and I
found ourselves excited at the prospect of staging Hrotsvit’s work.
The rehearsal process for each and every live theatre
production inevitably will encounter challenges and difficulties
along the way to opening night. Our production of “Three Plays
by Hrotsvit” seemed fraught with an unusually large number of
them, many of which seemed entirely unique to this particular
production. Looking back, the challenges for this production
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primarily fell into two categories: staging difficulties that arose
from the texts themselves, and lack of student interest.
Perhaps the most difficult moments to stage were the
scenes in the plays we referred to as “miracle moments.” These
were moments when the all-powerful hand of God was to be made
evident to the audience. One example, from Dulcitius, portrays the
execution of Hirena in Dulcitius. Her body is pummeled by arrows
shot by soldiers from below, and yet she remains unharmed,

Hirena welcomes the arrows coming at her from the soldiers below. The
staging of this moment included the act of shooting the arrows in pantomime
while Hirena’s body reacted as if it were being hit.

Another example occurs in Calimachus, when a serpent stalks and
kills Calimachus to prevent him from violating Drusiana’s corpse.
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For the serpent’s arrival, we staged a statue cradling the serpent in her arms.

Once awakened, the statue and the serpent in her hand stalked Calimachus as
he began to realize the magnitude of the evil deed he was about to commit.
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The discussion as to how we could successfully stage these
“miracle moments” lasted several weeks. In the end, we found that
a combination of several different theatrical elements aided us in
achieving the desired effect. We settled upon a minimalist set with
several different playing areas.
The downstage area was
comprised of three different platforms set at three different levels.
When viewed from overhead, these playing areas formed the shape
of a cross. In the upstage area, we placed another raised platform
of uniform height, which ran the length of the stage. A rather large
archway was placed midstage and was used to separate the upstage
platform from the downstage area. This highly conceptual set
combined with dynamic lighting and stylized movement enabled
us to stage the many miraculous events Hrotsvit incorporated into
her plays.

After having prayed for a miracle to dissuade Dulcitius from entering their
chamber, the three sisters (Agape, Chionia, and Hirena) watch in amazed
wonder as he mistakenly makes love to a collection of pots and pans.
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Miracles aside, the different language styles and the
episodic structure of each play proved to be a challenge as well.
Often, there seemed to be a blending of types of dialogue in each
play. In Calimachus, for example, a rather frank exchange over
the exciting possibility of making love to a corpse is juxtaposed
with long extended speeches on Christ’s benevolence and
mankind’s inability to truly understand the divine. These many
shifts in dialogue styles, and the highly episodic nature of each
play, pushed us to discover staging solutions that maintained the
pace of the production. The total performance time for the play
Dulcitius is roughly twenty minutes, but the play is comprised of
thirteen scenes, which take place in approximately eleven different
locations. The minimalist set and dynamic lighting allowed us to
shift from scene to scene without interfering too much with the
play’s forward momentum.
Perhaps, though, the biggest challenge we encountered, and
certainly the most disappointing aspect of this entire production,
stemmed from the lack of interest displayed by the student body in
general, and by our theatre majors in particular. Many of the
students we expected to audition were conspicuously absent from
the Hrotsvit auditions. When asked why they weren’t auditioning,
answers ranged anywhere from “I don’t think it’s very interesting”
to “I don’t get it” or even “those plays are really boring.” While
we always try to incorporate newcomers into each show, it is also
nice to cast some veteran actors as well. They seem to serve as
mentors to new actors and aid the director in conveying the
importance of “on time arrivals” and “off-book rehearsals.” With
this show however, our veterans were nowhere to be found, and so
we were left with a very young and very inexperienced cast. Each
actor was either new to Stetson University, or new to the theatre
entirely. Staging a production with stylized movement and verse
dialogue therefore became even more difficult.
Much of our rehearsal time was dedicated to making many
of these inexperienced actors look and feel more comfortable with
speaking the verse text of the play. As directors, we tried to find
ways in which these actors could embody the text, and appear less
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awkward as they spoke. Many of the inexperienced student actors
had a very hard time breaking their staccato rhythm of speech.
Every actor seemed hesitant to embrace a more bombastic style of
speech. We had to work to gain our actors trust and to convince
them that their shy and rather quiet approach actually looked and
sounded more unnatural.
We tried many different exercises to get the actors to
experiment with volume and rhythm. Some of the exercises were
more successful than others. We copied monologues from
Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus and Henry V, and read them out
loud as a group. We analyzed each line to discern the subtext, and
then we watched film clips of those same monologues. Many
students commented on the film actor’s ability to break away from
the verse feel of the monologue by observing only the punctuation
of the sentences rather than pausing at the end of each line. We
worked with many actors on developing this skill, and by the end
of the rehearsal process, many actors had succeeded in learning to
carry the arc of their voice through to the end of the sentence and
to resist the impulse to pause at the end of each line in a stanza.
One of the most effective exercises we tried focused on
both volume and rhythm. Each actor had to choose an extended
speech (at least four or more lines) and had to recite that speech as
though it were a choral chant or prayer. After a few brave souls
stepped forward and experimented with the exercise, more actors
overcame their embarrassment, and by the end, many of the actors
were finding new and innovative ways to verbalize the dialogue.
By forcing them to sing out their lines, many actors were able to
break themselves out of the rather boring speech pattern that they
had developed while memorizing their lines. Over the entire
rehearsal period, we continually worked with the look and the
sound of the actors both individually and as an ensemble, and by
the end of the rehearsal period many of our new actors had
embraced a more broadly stylized characterization.
Not only were most of our actors inexperienced, but most
of them were female. After the first few weeks of rehearsal, we
were down to only eight male actors, and so many men were asked
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to play more than one role. Within any given play, a single male
actor might have to play a soldier, a guardsman, and a governor.
In order to make these shifts in character as seamless as possible in
the interest of maintaining the pace of the show, we elected to use
iconic costume pieces to symbolize characters. These costume
pieces needed to be added and discarded easily and quickly while
always conveying the character type to the audience. For example,
a beret symbolized “soldier,” a hooded robe symbolized “monk.”
This decision to embrace a presentational style of
performance and abandon any idea of fourth wall realism led us to
a moment of creative inspiration. Originally, we thought to
include a rather long set of director’s notes in our program, which
would include a brief biography of Hrotsvit of Gandersheim, as
well as the incipits (introductory summaries of the plays) written
by Hrotsvit herself. With a plethora of female talent at our
disposal, and with a highly stylized production concept in place,
we decided to try something very experimental by creating the role
of “Hrotsvit of Gandersheim.” One of our more talented actresses
accepted the part, and served as narrator for each drama and for the
production as a whole.
Using Hrotsvit’s own prefaces to the dramas, we were able
to offer the audience an opening monologue spoken by the
character Hrotsvit which explained who she was, why she wrote
the plays, and how she is relying on the dramatic form to tell her
stories. The character of Hrotsvit provided a narrative throughline
for the entire production. She would appear before the start of
each show and recite the incipit. The final image of the play
involved the character of Hrotsvit surrounded on both sides by the
martyred female characters from all three plays. This image
conveyed a strong connection between the playwright and the
martyred women she chose to glorify. The character of Hrotsvit
served as a successful framing device for this highly stylized and
contemporary production of a thousand year old script.
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Female characters from all three plays take their place side by side as Abraham
and Effrem discuss their hope that the imprisoned Mary will be redeemed. (Left
to right: Chionia, Agape, Hirena, Hrotsvit, Mary, and Drusiana).

Although the challenges we encountered were numerous,
we consider “Three Plays by Hrotsvit of Gandersheim” as one of
our more successful productions. The creative efforts of directors,
designers, and actors culminated in an uniquely beautiful
production of a rarely performed body of work.

Julia Schmitt is Assistant Professor of Theatre Arts at Stetson University. Along
with directing college productions, her teaching and research interests include
Theatre Theory and History, and Performance Studies.

Production photos by Professor Ken McCoy, Chair Department of Theatre
Arts, Stetson University

